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'Spy Ship' Captain
Will Not Leave Sub
KARLSKRONA, Sweden
Acting under Kremlin orders, a
burly Soviet submarine captain
refused to !~ave his suspected spy
ship
for
further
Swedish
questioning
Tuesday,
stalling
negotiations for freeing his vessel
which ran aground 20 miles inside
Sweden's waters with a crew of 56.
The red-mustachioed skipper,
Pyotr Gushin, who was interrogated Monday when the
Soviets bowed to Swedish demands
that he leave his submarine for
talks, did not go to a planned
second round of questioning
aboard a Swedish torpedo boat.
Instead Gushill, about 35, stayed
aboard his Whiskeyclass submarine
and said Soviet officials barred him
from further interrogation on
Swedish territory, Sweden's
Defense Ministry reported.
''He never left the submarine,'' a
Navy spokesman said, explaining
two investigating officers boarded
the vessel and later spoke to Gushin
and members of his crew.
"The captain of the submarine
told us he had instructions,''
Defense Ministry spokesman Roger
Johansson said. ''Those in-

structions told him if any other
questions are to be put to him, they
are to be put to him on the submarine."
Sweden immediately rejected the
demand, saying questioning had to
be done on Swedish territory and
explaining that the commander was
not questioned during the Swedish
team's visit to the vessel Tuesday.
The Swedes refloated the
disabled, diesel-powered submarine
Monday in a howling gale and
towed it to a sheltered inlet, about a
half-mile from where it ran
aground on rocks eight days ago 10
miles from Sweden's Karlskrona
naval base.
Gushin was interrogated for
seven hours Monday on a torpedo
boat anchored in the militarily
restricted area.
"The Commander-in-Chief has
decided that questioning will
continue," a Defense Ministry
statement said. "It may also be
possible that a new examination of
the submarine will follow.''
"Swedish authorities are not
satisfied with the results of the
initial questioning," a naval official
.;aid Monday. "It is likely to be a
drawn out case."

United Way Plays GoH
Helen Gaussoin

· •
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A latfl aftt!Jmoon study ''nook" is found by Kun Fadflr. Thfl adobfJ was still warm yflstflrday but so
was his tampflr. ''I took a yur off, came back snd found my arts snd sciences group 111qui111ments
changed. I've finisht!Jd my snthtopology degree but now I have to study fof 11 test in B 111qui111d
history .course, "he said.

A golf tournament sponsored by
the Interfraternity Council and
ASUNM will highlight an upcoming series of events benefiting
the University Combined Fund
Drive.
The First Annual Interfraternity
Council Benefit Golf Tournament
promises to be a "really good
time," Joe Quintana, a member of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and an
organizer of the event, said
Tuesday.

The tournament of two-man
teams will tee-off Saturday at 1
p.m. from UNM's south golf
course.
The tournament is open to all
UNM students, faculty and staff
and the entry fee is $1 5 for each
person.
ASUNM Vice President Bill
Littlefield, chairman of the
ASUNM University Combined
Fund Drive, said the fee will cover
all green fees and a barbecue at the
continued 011 page 3

Large Election Candidate Turnout
ASUNM Election Set Today
Evokes
Chainnan
Ro111ero'
s
Pride
For 23 Senate Candidates
Ali£e L. Wagoner

ASUNM elections to elect 10
Senators from 'a field of 23
candidates are today from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Polling stations will be at the
Student Union Building, La
Posada, the shuttle bus stop,
north campus mall, Mitchell
Hall, the lower level of Farris
Engineering, by the south plaza
water fountain and Johnson
Gymnasium.

Moya, Steve Gasser and
Geoffrey Wilner.
Running as a write-in candidate is Duane Varan.
Candidate
platforms appeared in the Monday and
Tuesday issue of the Daily
Lobo.
Also on the ballot is a
question polling voters. on
whether they favor the
university's present or old
course repetition policy.
Candidates running (in the
The current policy allows a
order of their ballot position) student to repeat any courses but
are: Karen Gallegos, Jose receive credit only ·once while
Campos, Jimmy Bottom, Danny having all attempts and grades
Ortiz, LuAnne Aragon, William obtained in that course averaged
doodma11, Mike Uhlmansiek, in the student's scholarship
Joe Medina, Robert Lynch, index.
The old policy had all atKathy Cuderman, Keith Burris,
Camille Romero, Jerry Hart- tempts and only the highest
barger, Ken Carter, Traci Wolf, grade obtained calculated ill the
Danny Morse, Shirley Lopez, scholarship index, no matter
Lawrence Roybal, Maggie how many times the student
Brandt, Jesus SalaZar, Chris took the course.

Elven Romero is a proud man.
Romero, chairman of the
ASUNM Elections Commission,
'said he was proud nsomany people
are running" for the ASUNM
Senate in today's ASUNM election
because it "gives the masses of
people more of a choice."
the number of persons running
in today's election is 23. Romero
said this amount is a record over
previous semesters and he credits it
to publicity.
"We've spent at least $700 at the
Lobo. I made sure it was welladvertised,'' Rornero said.
For today's election, Rornero
said 23 pollworkers were hired to
work the eight polling places, two
at each polling place .. The
pollworkers will be paid $3.35 al1
hour.
Although the ASlJNM Elections
Commission was operating without
a bUdget for today's election, jts
chairman, Elven Romero, said he
was not worried about getting

money. With cooperation .from
ASUNM President Mike Austin,
the election will be paid for by the
inter-governmental budget,
Romero said. He said this budget is
the one which keeps "Mike's office
running."
The Elections Commission was
appropriated $2800 by the ASlJNM
Senate, but like other groups this
semester, did not get the money
because the estimated Senate
budget was higher than the actual
amount of funds it received.
While the ASUNM Student
Court ruled in October that the
Senate could use the frozen $45,000
KUNM allocation to aUeviate their
financial woes, the matter has been
appealed and the money remains
frozen.
Romero said his appropriation
was mandatory because "the
election is required by law.''
He cited "too much greed during
the early appropriations" as the
reason for the lack of money.
"They (the Senate) should have
taken care of the things that must

be taken care of. I have nothing
against entertainment or films, but
they're not mandatory," Romero
said.
The 28-year-old political science
major from Tome, N.M., said he
started working on the election
during the summer. At that time, he
said, he had no idea what he had
bargained for.
Yet he got involved with the
commission because he "likes
politics,'' he said.
He likes politics so much that he
coordinated
former
President
Jimmy Carter's campaign in New
Mexico's Southern Congressional
District during the 1976 and 1.980
elections.
1
' They reiJJty gave us a kicker in
last year's election," Romero said.
0
We lost but I'm very proud of
Jimmy Carter. I think he was a
fantastic president. He was really
concerned about Blacks, Hispanics,
and the poor where Reagan is
exactly the opposite. I don't have
anything bad to say about him.
continued 011 page 3
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High Fidelity Service Center

REPAIRS

•
•
•
•
•
•

Car stereos
Home stereos
PrQiesslonl!l equipment
Clock radios
Answering machines
Everything

*FREE*
ESTIMATES
*FASTEST*
IN THE
SOUTHWEST

World News
Stock Market
Report

2110 JUAN TABONE 294·0012

New Mexico Union

Food service

Win a Free
T-Shirt!

Visit the New Mexico Union Food
Service area and you could win a
free T -Shirt!
To enter pick up an entry blank from the cashiers on
the main level of the New Mesico Union. Fill out the entry
blank and YOU could go to lunch on us!

Winners will be announced in the Daily lobo
Drawing held everv Friday.

BOOTS
&
Ladie's

Men's

20°/o

Draft Registration
Lacks Eligible Men

I
j:

WASHINGTON
About registration requirements. "The
NEW YORK -Stocks overcame 300,000 - almost one-fourth- of president of the United States
profit-taking pressures to score the young men required to register would not encourage anybody to
their third straight gain Tuesday in for the draft this year have failed to disobey the law," he said.
fairly active trading despite election do so, the Selective Service said
Men born in 1963 are required to
today,
day closings,
register within 30 days of their 18th
A spokeswoman, Joan Lamb, birthday in accordance with
The Dow Jones industrial
average, up and down throughout said the compliance rate, the lowest legislation passed during the Carter
the session following Monday's since registration was resumed in administration.
14.27-point gain, rallied to tack on 1980, is not due to spreading opLamb said some 300,000 young
1.90 to 868.72. The Dow has surged position, but it is just "taking a
men have failed to register this
little
time"
to
adjust
to
a
new
35,87 points in the past three
year.
procedure begun this year,
sessions.

I

h

2120 Central SE

Registration fees are $58 and forms and further information can
be obtained at the UNM Division of Continuing Education, 805 Yale
N.E. Persons with major credit cards can register by calling 2773751.
RELIGIOUS STUDIES COLLOQUIUM

Dust to Dust: The Spanish Missions in New Mexico is the title of
the next colloquium in the Fall 1981 UNM Religious. Studies
Colloqui urn Series.
It is scheduled for Nov. 5 at 3:30p.m. in 535 Humanities.
The speaker will be Professor John Kessell of the UNM history
department.

Brain Determinants of Male-Female Differences is the title of a
talk scheduled for Nov, 19 at 4 p.m. in room .101 of Woodward Hall.
The speaker will be Roger Gorski, Ph.D., professor and chairman
of the department of Anatomy at the University of California at Los
Angeles.

•

Philosophical and Psychological Explanations of Irrational
Actions is the topic for a lecture this Friday scheduled for 3:30p.m.
in the Philosophy department's library, fifth floor of the Humanities
Building.
The speaker will be David Pears, professor of philosophy from the
University of California at Los Angeles.
Refreshments are scheduled at 3 p.m. in the philosophy department's lounge, also on the fifth floor of Humanities.

f

I
SECURITY PACIFIC BANK
WILL BE ON CAMPUS
NOVEMBER 11

/!i

... to discuss the many channels students of all majors can take in
establishing a business-related career with one of the nation's
largest 11nd most profitable financial institutions.

I

COLLEGE RELATIONS
P.O. Box 2097
Terminal Annex
Los Angeles, CA 90051

POSITION 16

T
E

I
I

I

Members of Ethnic Coalition:
..•
...
...
...
...
...

ATM Business Association
Estudiantes porIa Cultura
Black Student Union
Kiva club
Mecha
National Chicano Health Organization

continued from page 1

support the student efforts for
United Way."

The United Way fund drive has
received "quite a bit more" support
than past drives, be said, and
"hopefully" the organizers will be
able to reach their informal $5000
goal.
Quintana said trophies and prizes
will be a warded to the winners of
He said he thinks this year's
the tournament and there will be a
student
fund drive has been more
"best ball contest" in which the
successful
than past years' because
player with the best score on a
of "more interest and more
selected hole will win a prize.
willingness to participate from
All proceeds from the tour- groups like the Interfraternity
nament will benefit United Way, Council and Residence Hall
Littlefield said.
Student Association."
He said those interested in attending the barbecue but who are
not interested in the golf tournament may attend for a $5 fee.

Littlefield said he would like to
"encourage everyone to get out and

He further attributed the success

5
7
12

17
18

22
23

The Presidentiai.Scholars Club
Endorses:
Ballot Pos.
1

2
7

8
9
10

Endorse:
3

ASUNM SENATE

-United Way.--------Littlefield said RHSA will be
sponsoring a racquetball tournament with an entry fee of $5 for
the fund drive and the ASUNM
Film Committee will be donating
the proceeds from their showing of
The Godfather to the United Way.
He said the Popular Entertainment Committee has also
agreed to pledge proceeds from a
concert to be held in the spring.
Littlefield said the University
Combined United Fund Drive will
"wrap up" this month.

T

0

D
A
y

Candidate
Karen Gallegos
Jose Campos
Jimmy Bottom
LuAnne Aragon
Mike Uhlmansiek
Camille Romero
Danny Morse
Shirley Lopez
Jesus Salazar
ChrisMoya

16

20
21
22

Candidate
Karen Gallegos
Jose Campos
Mike Uhlmansiek
Joe Medina
Robert Lynch
Kathy Cuderman
Traci Wolf
Lawrence Roybal
Maggie Brandt
Jesus Salazar

Returning Students Association
Endorses:
Ballot Pos .
1
2
7
8
9
10
16
21

22
WRITE IN CANDIDATE

The Association of
Accounting Students
Endorses:
Ballot Pos.
9
14

16
21
24
10
4

Candidate
Robert Lynch
Jerry Hartbarger
Traci Wolf
Maggie Brandt
Steve Gasser
Kathy Cuderman
Danny Ortiz

!':lid fur hy till• <·oonmilll'< lo t•lt•d 'I'H:ICI \\OLF
Authorized by A.S.U.N.M. Elections Commission· Elven L. Romero, Chairman·

I

of this year's drive to "a greater
degree of commitment from the
Austin (ASUNM President) administration.''

A.S.U.N.M. Senate Elections

1
2

SECURITY
PACIFIC
BANK

Other member~ of the election
commtss!On include: Kristen
Vasko, Penelope Wronski, Gloria
Martin and Senate representative
Angela Silva.

~***~**********************************************

I

l

The vote counting will be done at
the Computer Center, Romero
said. Members of the press, four
pollwatchers rotating at 15 min11te
intervals and the elections' commission will be allowed in the room
where election results will be
decided.

for

i

I

Romero also said campaign
spending limits were too low and
five days for absentee voting was
"baloney." He said having absentee voting the first two days
before an election was enough time
for everyone to vote.

U.N.M. Organization
ENDORSEMENTS

Ballot Pos.

Security Pacific Bank Fully Supports
Equal Opportunity Employment

TRACIWOLF

PHILOSOPHY LECTURE

v

The current spending limit for
senatorial candidates is $75,
According to the Elections Code,
He .is running for president of the "Campaign expenditures shall
Young Democrats in an election to include all tangi blc campaign items,
be held Nov. 8, he said, His dream all services rendered toward the
(which he recounted while production of said items, and all
laughing) is t.o be a state senator or donations on behalf of the canstate representative or perhaps even didate."
the governor.
Higher spending limits were
While keeping his own political
proposed in the new Elections
career in mind, Romero offered his
Code, but failed in the senate,
opinions on the new ASUNM
Elections Code and election
Romero said the procedure where
procedures, calling some aspects a candidate must wait until after the
''unconstitutional'' and ~'high candidate's meeting to announce
schoolish",
his/her candidacy was "highschoolish."
He said senate control on a
"These people running have a.lot
candidate's spending limit is legal,
but controlling the spending limit of responsibilities. If I was running
of an independent person sup- for president (next semester), I
porting that candidate was illegal. would announce (my candidacy) at

SAE house following the tournament.

BRAIN LECTURE

0

A Security Pacific representative will be on hand to answer all the
questions you may have. Check with your Placement Offipe for
sign-up information and further details on our November 11 visit.
We invite all those unable to attend to forward resume to:

RE-ELECT

Returned Peace Corps Volunteers are planning to show slides of
Peace Corps Volunteer's experiences, They need former PCV's to
present slides of their Peace Corps experiences.
They would like a short 15-20 minute slide presentation to be
presented Nov. 11 by PCV's.
For more information contact the UNM Campus Peace Corps
Recruiter, Audon Trujillo, at 277-2961 or Gay Finlayson at 8311564.

Management by Objectives: A Strategy for Organizational
Effectiveness is the title of a workshop scheduled for Nov. 13 from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Pete McDavid Lounge at the University Arena.

She said 77 percent of the men
The Selective Service has emborn
in 1963 have registered so far
barked on a "media blitz" to make
young men aware of the this year. That compares to 95
registration program, she said. It percent of those born in 1960, 93
includes
sending
information percent born in 1961 and 88 percent
packages to 24,000 high schools in 1962 - a dropping rate of
throughout the country and setting compliance.
The Big Board volume of up speakers bureaus.
But, she said, "Overall, 90
54,620,000 shares was down from
of
a
percent
of the eligible men have
Barry.
Lynn,
former
leader
Monday's 65,100,000 shares, the
biggest session in more than seven coalition of groups fighting draft registered" since registration was
months, But the turnover, sur- registration, suggested the low resumed in 1980,
passing the 44 million average for compliance rate was <ille in part to a
She noted the service is operating
the year, was strong considering the public belief that President Reagan on a different system this year Fed and many banks were closed is serious about getting rid of continuous registration, rather than
registration.
for election day.
registration for one week at a
certain
time of the year as was done
During
his
presidential
camComposite volume of NYSE
last
year.
paign,
Reagan
came
out
against
a
issues traded on all U.S. exchanges
"It's taking a little time," she
and over the counter at 4 p.m. peacetime draft, and said he would
totaled 63,901,300 shares compared review the draft registration said, "but we think we're doing
program, which President Carter quite well. As young men become
with 72,929,700 traded Monday.
initiated after the Soviet invasion of more aware of the program, the
The American Stock Exchange Afghanistan.
compliance rate will go up."
index rose 3.94 to 324.25 and the
price of a share jumped 19 cents,
The president's Task Force on
The total number of registration
Advances topped declines 331-258 Military Manpower is expected to violators now stands at about
among the 773 issues traded. give its recommendations on the 800,000.
Volume totaled 4,530,000 shares issue to Reagan next month, the
"There really isn't any
compared with 7,350,000 Monday. Selective Service said.
widespread
opposition
to
Marathon Oil was the most active
registering," Lamb said, adding,
NYSE-listed issue, off 4 to 86.
In the meantime, deputy White "For this group of men, of the
On the Amex, Gulf Oil of House press secretary Larry more than I million who have
Canada was the most active issue, Speakes stressed today that Reagan registered, less than 100 said they
upJ/4 to 18.
expects young men to comply with were registering under protest."

least at the end of this semester,"
he said.

Liking politics as he does,
Romero is himself seeking political
office and dreaming of climbing the
political ladder.

MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP

The New York Stock Exchange
index gained 0.33 to 72.38 and the
price of an average share increased
14 cents. Advances topped declines
881-612 among the 1,916 iss11es
traded.

This was & violation of people's
civil rights, Romero said.

continued from p'!ge 1

SLIDE PRESENTATION NEEDED

Off
lobo
men's
shop

-Proud-----------

Campus Briefs

Candidate
Karen Gallegos
Jose Cmapcs
Mike Uhlmansiek
Joe Medina
Robert Lynch
Kathy Cuderman
Traci Wolf
Maggie Brandt
Jesus Salazar
Duane Varan

RSA also endorses
both ASUNM Constitutional
Amendments
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Forum

Radiation Authori~y To Speak
DOONESBURY

Editorial

An internationally famous
authority on radiation protection
will speak Thursday, Nov. 5, at the
University of New Mexico School
of Medicine on ''TheAcceptance of
Risk."

by Garry Trudeau

ASUNM Senate Elections Offer
Wide Choice of Candidates for
Students' Needs and Con<--ems
For the first time in years, we are facing an election
that offers some choice, It is anyone's guess how
many people voted for Ronald Reagan to avoid voting
for former President Jimmy Carter or how many will
vote for Harry Kinney because they can't stand
Gordon Sanders. It would have been a sad situation
indeed if voters had found no candidate worthwhile
among the 23 ASUNM senate candidates. But the
bottom line is that there is a choice, a choice among
23 very promising potential senators.
This fall election's field of candidates offers a wide
variety of experience from those who have never been
involved in the electoral process to old-timers who
have sat on the student senate for years. Political
experience is not the only area of such wide diversity
among the candidates. There are easily as many
organizations represented as there are senatorial
candidates, There are nearly as many majors and
certainly as many unique backgrounds. Such a
diversity should benefit a senate that has become
bogged down in special interest squabbles and intrasenate obligations.
Almost, and we said almost, any combination of 10
among the 23 candidates should result in a more
productive senate; however, there are a few candidates whose campaigns have stood out above the
rest and so !fanfare) the New Mexico Daily Lobo
heartily endorses:
Jose Campos - Campos has been working hard
with the ASUNM Lobby Committee since last summer
and has proved his concern for students. Although
somewhat uninformed about what the senate can and
cannot affect, he is intelligent and responsible.
Kathy Cuderman - Cuderman looked at this
semester's senate and very accurately pinned down
their problem as being too concerned with internal
problems. She would like to increase student-oriented
legislation which is exactly what the senate should
focus on. Her participation in other organizations
shows that she is conscientious and hard working.
Karen Gallegos - Gallegos is one of the few
senators on this semester's senate who used her
appointments to benefit students. Through her
position on the New Mexico Union Board she should
be able to supply that much-needed student input at
the SUB.
Robert Lynch - Just like almost every other
candidate who has ever run, Lynch originally promised
to improve student/senate communication. He is one
of the few who, once elected, actually did something
to help. He is well-respected by the other senators and
is one of the most effective representatives UNM
students have.

Sir Edward Pochin will speak at
4:30 p.m. in Room 203 of basic

Sandia National Laboratories and
the Lovelace Medical Center.
Pochin is a member ofthe United
Kingdom National Radiological
Protection. He also served as the
United Kingdom's representative
on the United Nations Scientific
Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation.

Fiji Homecoming Planned for Saturday
Noel Fletcher

Jesus Salazar- When the Lobo was preparing for
its endorsements, Salazar marched right in and
suggested the paper make some changes and then
asked us to endorse him, That took balls and all our
apprehensions about the factionism of the Students
for Students ticket faded away. Well, at least in
Salazar's case. If nothing else, Salazar is independent
and independence is something the senate needs very
badly right now.

A homecoming for alumni from
the Phi Gamma Delta "Fiji"
Fraternity is scheduled for Saturday
at the University of New Mexico
chapter's house, 1801 Mesa Vista

RoadNW.
chapters throughout the country
Activities planned for the day are and about 350 graduates live in
a nag football game, which is open New Mexico, Ethan Hay, a Fiji
member, said.
to everyone and a cocktail party
Hay said the homecoming is to
and dinner for Fiji members.
attract graduate interest in the
The fraternity has about 120 fraternity,

African Dance Workshop For All
A movement specialist and
master of African dance will
conduct a dance workshop
Wednesday from 6:15 to 8:30p.m.
at the University of New Mexico
Carlisle Gym, Room 116.
Chuck Davis,. director of the
Chuck Davis Dance Company,

Mike Uhlmansiek- At 24, Uhlmansiek should be
able to bring a maturity to the senate which has been
lacking. He is interested in working on studentsuggested legislation proving his concern for student
needs. He has a very clear concept of the senate's role
and is intelligent to accomplish viable goals within the
senate framework.
These people are only the standouts and are not
necessarily the only candidates worth electing. The
characteristic common to our choices is their concern
for students combined with sincerity and intelligence.
This election could mean the difference between a
successful senate and unsuccessful senate. Believe it
or not, each vote does affect who is elected. Instead
of complaining, students should take this choice
opportunity to make a change.

Inc., began his dance career at
Washington's Howard University
when he was 20.
In the mid 1960s he began
teaching traditional African dance
forms and in 1968 he started the
Chuck Davis Dance Company.
Forty people make up the in-

Conceptions
Southwest
On Sale now $4
Marron Ha11131

ternationally known Bronx-based
group of performer/educators,
which trace the black heritage from
Africa to America.
"The company seeks to entertain
as well as to enlighten its audiences
through dance, because the works
we present carry · a profound
meaning," Davis said.
The free workshops, sponsored
by the Afro-American Studies
Program, are open to dance in·
structors, students and all other
interested people.

Bill Wochter

Ksrsn Gareis cuddlss her boyfriend David Hirshfield nssr the
duckpond Monday;

Letter

Cartoon Pot-Shots Unfair;
Oliphant's Begin Offends
Editor:
We object to your printing the cartoon satirizing Mr. Begin of
Israel (appearing in Lobo Nov. 3, 1981). Although we do not agree
with everything Mr. Begin does, to support anti-Israeli sentiment
througH this cartoon is not the answer. Instead, there should be an
attempt to understand the issues involved, especially the volatile
nature of the arms race in the Mid-East. Saudi·Arabia has declared
a 'holy war' on Israel and has made no effort to join the peace
process. The negative press that Israel continues to recieve obscures
the fact that no other Arab nation, with the exception of Egypt, has
officially recognized this Jewish state's right to exist. Israel does
make mistakes, but those mistakes come out of a real concern for its
continued survival. We would suggest trying to uncover the real
issues in the Mid- East instead of printing cheap comic pot-shots
at Israel.
Diane Frieden
Douglas Banasky-Frieden

Joe Medina
for
A.S.U.N.M. Senate

• Vote Experience •

''f

·:. Studen.t and State Government
~·, Student Projects and Services
u Dedicated and Willing fa Serve

POS.8

I
I

j
i

!i
!

New Mexico Daily Lobo

JOIN THE

ARMY RESERVE

FOR THE COLLEGE
BEMEFm.
lll!! Army Reserve will pay
you up to $11,000during four years
of college. Army Reser.•c duty
won't interrupt your studies,

because )'ou serve just one week~
end each month and two weeks
a year, and you can take all of your
training during tWo summ<!rs. To

New-Medea Dally Lobo

381400

VoL86

medic.al sciences building on the
north campus of the Uniwrsily of
New Mexico. His address to the
medica) faculty has been sponsored
by the UNM departments of
radiology and pathology.
While in New Mexico, he is also
scheduled to meet scientists at the
Los Alamos National Laboratory,

flnd out which skill trniningnlurses
arc av:tilable, call your Army

No. 51

The New Me.11lco DallY Lobo is published Monday tlubugh
Friday every regular week of the UniverSity year, weekly during
dosed and ffnals \l.·eeks· and weekly during the summer Session
by the Board ot Student fiubllc<iiions <if the University of New
Mexico, and is not linandally associated with UNM. Second

I·I

class postage paid at Albuquerque; New Mexico 87131.

Subscription rate isSIO.oo for theacademic)'car.
The oplliions expressed <iii the editorial pages of the Dan,·
Lobu are those of the authOr solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editor and refleCIS the edilorial policy or the paper but
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D111ly Lobo staff.
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Task
Force
To
Be
Appointed
National Smokeout Set
Diane G. Nakos

An all-expense paid dinner for
two anywhere in New Mexico is
the prize and the American
Cancer Society is footing the
bill.
In an effort to promote the
Great American Smokcout on
Nov. 19 when all Americans are
asked to quit smoking for one
d~y, the UNM Volunteer Bureau
and the New Mexlco Chapter of
the American Cancer Society are
co-sponsoring a national
competition,
The contest involves the best
visual repesentation of a new
American
folk-hero
named
Nosmo King, meaning no
smoking.

Cartoons, photographs or
costume designs of the new hero
should be sent to: Nosmo King
Contest, c/o American Cancer
Society, 5800 Lomas NE,
Albuquerque 87110,
An entry feeof$5.50, which is
about the cost of a carton of
cigarettes, is required. Entry
deadline is Nov. 17 and the
winner will be named Nov, 18.
Volunteer Fred Williams said
if there is enough interest in the
contest, next year the American
Cancer Society will repeat the
contest with the prize being
dinner for two anywhere in the
United States.

A task force which will set
guidelines for the proposed General
Gollege and new admissions
requirements set for Fall 1983, will
be assigned by the Faculty Senate,
its president said Thursday,
Richard Williams said that the
new admissions requirements and
the proposed General College must
be approved by the Board of
Educational Finance and the state
legislature.
Williams said that one goal of the
task force will be to work smoothly
with the administration and
President Davis' office so that
everything gets off to a smooth
start.
Williams explained that the main
purpose of the General College will

be to handle associate programs
and the basic skills programs.
"The General College will have
preparatory classes which will
prepare the student for the standard
college curriculum,'' Williams said.

Due to the proposed admissi.ons
requirements" for Fall 1983, many
incoming freshmen may not have
the necessary courses required by
UNM. "The General College will
provide the student with the opportunity to fulfill those basic
requirements," Williams said.
Williams said that the General
College is necessary because it will
offer the new student a chance to
make up classwork which he may
not have been prepared for in high
school.

"The General College will
provide a mechanism whereby
persons from an educationally
eli sad vantaged high school can get
the proper background," Williams
said. "The transition must be done
and Dallas, was recognized earlier well," he added.
this year as New Mexico's outWilliams went on to say that the
standing minority-owned business,
with total sales exceeding $2.5
million.

Minority Businessman Honored
The founder and owner of
International Electonics,
nominated by the University of
New Mexico, has been named the
National Outstanding Minority
Businessman of the Year.
Jose S. Lopez was presented the

award by the National Minority
Supplier Development Council
during their annual conference in
Atlanta on Oct. 22.
International,
which
Lopez
began in 1.973 in E1 Paso and now
has offices in Albuquerque, Denver

•

Talk Centers on Nicaragua
Housing probcms in Nicaragua
will be discussed in a free public
lecture today at 3:30 at the
University of New Mexico Latin
American institute, 801 Yale NE.
"Two Squatter Settlements in
Nicaragua:
Matagalpa
and
J inotega" is the title of the lecture
to be given by graduate architecture
student Joseph Brawley.
Brawley is a former Peace Corps
volunteer in Nicaragua and Belize.

Last summer he did research in
Nicaragua on current housing
problems and the use of regional
materials in construction under a
Tinker Foundation grant awarded
through the UNM Latin American
Institute.
More information on the lecture
and the institute's colloquia series is
available from Garth Hansen at the
institute.

General College would reflect an
interest in which the entire state
could benefit,

He compared it with the
Community College saying that the
General Collge would offer more
for the entire state because UNM's
proposed general College would
offer a degree program.
"The Community College is
limited mostly to Albuquerque,"
Williams said. "By offering an
associate degree, UNM's General
College would better serve the
entire state."
Williams said that the BEF would
be meeting in early November to
discuss the proposal and the state
legislature will vote on the issue
sometime in late January or
February.
"If the response from the BEF
and state legislature is favorable,
then the task force will be assigned
and we can begin to plan the
guidelines for the new admissions
requirements and the General
College," Williams said,

Colloquium Features
Spainish Mission Topic

Under the direction of Donald
Larrichio and coordinated by Doyle
UNM's small and
Marshall,
minority business program continues to be successful with all goals
being substantially met or exceeded.
Penny Wronski
Marshall said that the success of
the program is due to the efforts of
University of New Mexico
all university personnel involved in
Professor John Kessell, is
the purchasing function.
scheduled to speak at a colloquium,

through words and slides.
Kessell has written several books
about American missions in the
southwest, The Missions of New
Mexico since 1776, 1980, and Kiva,

Dust to Dust: The Spanish Missions
in New Mexico, on Thursday in the

Cross and Crown; The Pecos
Indians and Mexico 1540-1840, in

Humanities Building, Room 535, at
Where can I go if I want in- 3:30p.m.
Kessell, a research professor in
formation on my student rights?
Dean of Students Office, Mesa the UNM History Department, will
present the Spanish missions
Vista Halll129, x 3361.

1979.
Last year he received the
prestigious Guggenheim Fellowship
for his work editing the DeVargas
journals.

We're shedding light
on special phone needs.

Fate of Convicted Murderer
Slides by Graphic Arts
Must Be Decided by NM Jury
SANTA FE, N.M. - The jury
that found inmate Richard 'Ricky'
Gt~rcia guilty on two counls of firstdegree murder Tuesday will next
have to decide if he should die by
lethal injection for one of his
crimes,
District Judge Michael Franc]<e
instructed the jury to return at 9
a.m. Wednesday to begin the deathpenalty phase of Garcia's trial.
The six-man, six-woman jury
deliberated about four hours and
fifteen minutes before unanimously
finding Garcia guilty of killing
inmate
Roberto
'Barbershop'
Garcia and Correctional Officer
Louis Jewett during a Feb. 26 fight

Save University Money

in Cellblock Three, the prison's
maximum-security unit.
The initial phase of the trial
lasted six days before going to the
jury.
Garcia . could be sentenced to
death for Jewett's murder, since
killing an employee of the prison is
a capital offense.
If he is sentenced to die, Garcia
will join two other men on New
Mexico'.s death row.
At the death-penalty phase of the
trial, attorneys will present
aggravating or mitigating circumstances in their attempt to take
or spare G!!rcia's life.
If the jury cannot unanimously

decide to sentence Garcia to death,
he will receive a sentence of life ii1
prison for each of the first-degree
murder convictions .
Francke could order him to serve
the sentences consecutively, which
means he would have to stay ill. jail
for at least 60 years before being
eligible for parole.
A person sentenced to life im·
prisonment must serve at least 30
years in prison before being eligible
for parole.
Roberto Garcia died shortly after
the stabbing incident, and Jewett
died April 4 from complications
arising from the wounds he received
during the struggle, which he tried
to stop. Correctional officers do
not carry weapons inside the
prison.
In their closing statements,
defense attorneys argued that
Garcia was attacked by Roberto
public. The council has extended a Garcia and acted in self-defense in
special invitation to UNM students killing him.
The prosecution argued Garcia
to attend the program.
deliberately set out to kill Roberto
More information about the Garcia and he also stabbed Jewett
forum is available from John when he tried to break up the fight.
Garcia testified during the sixShoppener of the Economics
Student Council by calling 277- day trial and said he stabbed
Roberto Garcia in self-defense. He
5245.
also said he does not recall stabbing
Jewett during the fight, and if he
did, it was unintentional.
Inmate Jesse Trujillo was
convicted of similar charges after a
trial in late August, and was sentenced to two consecutive life
imprisonment terms. The jury that
found him guilty could not
and fundraising, Cooper said.
"We're also looking at other unanimously decide to sentence him
means of support," Cooper said. to death.
"We're working to sponsor the
motion picture premier of Annie."
Though it has been announced Where can I go if I want inpublicly, Cooper said that little will formation on car pooling? NMbe heard about the Annie project PlRG, Mesa Vista Hall 1057, x
2757; IARS/Ridepool, 243-7433.
until next year.
The station already hosted a
"quiet fundraiser in August and Where can I go if I want married
raised a modest amount," Cooper student housing? UNM Housing
Office, La Posada Hall201, x 2606.
said.

Mayoral candidates Harry
Kinney and Gordon Sanders will
meet for another in a series of issues
discussions Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
at the University of New Mexico,
Woodward Hall, Room 101.
Sponsored
by
th
UNM
Economics Student Council, the
forum is free and open to the
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any sub or dinner order
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For your dining pleasure,
all meals arc "Home Cooked"
in our kitchen.
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HOT SUBS
___i;_OLJ)_~liB~
\\'('d. Spaglwtli Day!
\Yed. & Fri.
Clam Chowder

For the way you live.
@

_~-~~RJ~A Kt~~ST
Homemade Desserts
HOT DINNERS

!lou•-:
~-tonda) thru

h1da)
Satunla1 & S\111da1
II a.m.·. X p.m. .

I

D

Mountain Bell

nERE's NO SUB FOR

12
Paid for by CARLS

(
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KNME On-Air Pledge Drive
Aims For $350,000 Support
KNME-TV will have its
"primary'' fundraiser in the form
of a nine-day "on-air" pledge drive
starting Nov. 28, the .station
manager said.
Jon Cooper, the manager, said
the station hopes to reach a goal of
$110,000 in December through this
fundraiser,
The station's budget for the year
is $1.6 million, and KNME is
"shooting for $350,000 in community support" through pledges

The department was created to
enable the university to "satisfy
its own needs," Casillas said.
"The main Griteria is saving
university money," he said.
The staff includes three
regular staff members and three
work-study students who are
trained "in all facets of graphics
work," Casillas said. The staff
is not large enough to work
regularly for students, he said.
The department .is equipped
with two dark rooms and its own
repair shop, The staff is
presently building another dark
room themselves to save money,
Casillas said.
The graphics department is
located in Woodward Hall, and
is open Monday through Friday
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

About 25,000 photographic
slides are processed a year at the
Instructional Media Service's
graphicarts department, Eliseo
Casillas, graphics supervisor,
said.
The department develops,
trims and mounts black and
white and color slides, primarily
for classroom use, Casillas said,
The department also creates
banners, signs, posters, pamphlets and transparencies" for
university use, he said. Materials
can be produced in Spanish and
in Indian dialects, he said.
The graphics department
primarily does work for the
and
administrative
faculty
offices at a minimuni charge.

Mayors to Debate Here

For someone with a hearing difficulty, this phone
can shed some light on the problem. Because when it
rings, the light starts flashing. And on the inside of
the handset. there could be a volume control to
amplify the caller's voice. So even though someone
might not hear as well as other people, that person
can use the phone just as well as anyone.
And that's the whole idea behind the Mountain
Bell Telecommunications Center for Disabled Customers. Helping people with phones like this one so a
disablity won't be a barrier to phone conversation.
At the Center, we have phones and equipment
that can help with a hearing or vision disability. ·
Impaired speech. And limited mobility. And if we
don't already have an answer to a specific phone
need, we'll work to find one.
If you, or someone you know. could use our
special phones and services, we'd like to hear from
you. Call us, toll-free, at our Telecommunications
Center for Disabled Customers any weekday from
8:30a.m. to 5:30p.m. (The numbers are listed
below.) Or call at your convenience and leave a
recorded message. We'll get back to you the next
business day. So you'll havea phone you can use
when you want to use the phone.
Telecoml11unications Center for Disabled Custol11ers
1401 Champa Street, Denver1 Colorado 80202
1-800· 525-3156-Voice
1·800-525-6028- TTY

I

Gretchen Paslay

1.<

:/

'•

\'

~ a.m"-9 ]1.111.

255-3696

A SUB UKE A SOB FROM SOUP'R'!UI
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Arts

Korean Door Restaurant

~~----------------------------------

Central

Mmnmenshanz Unravels
The Mime Tradition
nay Abeytu
Well, I've never seen a Mum.
menschanz perfOrmance, but I've
seen some photographs, and believe
me that was enough to strike my
interest. So, I started asking
around. Friends, the people at
Popejoy- Who are these guys and

wlrar's with the rolls of toiler
puper? One of the writers for the

Grand Opening

$2.00

per meal
includes free
drink

craziness (I have Greek relatives
and those suckers can dance John
Travolta under the dance floor)
Nov, 8; The Niko/ias Dance
Theatre will perform for one night
only of true modern dance at its
best Nov. 10; and to top it all off
Popejoy will present the Broadway
Hit Mu'sical- Sugur Babies Nov,

Arts page had seen them once- he
was impressed, in so many adjectives he said they were really
gMd. But he didn't really tell me
what they did.
lt took a while, but I finally
received my complimentary press
package with even more photos,
reviews from the New York Times,
Los Angeles Herald Examiner and
tile San Francisco Chronicle and
some bio information. The key
words in the reviews were: Mime,
mask, see it, silly, wonderful,

I

Well I'd suggest you sell a few
food stamps, school books, lids or
whatever you have to do to get
money for the tickets for these
shows and run over to the Popejoy
Box Office quick. Most of these
shows are almost sold out, and all
of them have the ASUNMGSA half
price discount. If you still can't
afford that, wait around until the
show starts and any tickets not sold
will go for only a buck.

MUMM

I !<' Ciroencndyk

Homeboys, the Philisteens, lsnd B new record des/end e rowdy audience et lsst Fridey's Halloween
Performance.

HANDMADEFILMS
fu:sc:I:IU

TIME

"Twentieth Century"
(1934) Directed by Howard Hawks
Starring John Barrymore and Carole Lombard

NEXT...
"Petrified Forest", Monday, Nov. 9th

stole it!

A Pick and A Pan for Flying Fish

The difference between their
approach to the mime technique
and the more traditional French
approach lies in the use of masks
and costume. Maintaining a
simplicity of environment and the
reliance on the use of movement
without sound as e~pression, their
work is n logical, if not complimentary extension of the mime
tradition. Traditional mime is all
very fine and there are still a
number of excellent masters of the
craft, but if I have to see another
white faced clown define a cube in
space, climb steps or tug on a rope,
I'm gonna scream.

RECORD REVIEWS
Tim Henderson
FIDDLE FEVER

FLYING J-1SH RECORDS

So, I'm ready. This sounds like
it's going to be good. Popejoy Hall
can be such a stuffy, pretentious
place, but every now and then they
put on something like this to lighten
things up a little, Mummenshanz
will perform Thursday, Nov. 5 at
8:15p.m. Tickets are $15, $13 and
$10.
The next five shows at the
venerable hall of ''High Art'' are
gonna be some kickers. After
Mummettshanz, comedian, pianist,
T, V., stage and sceen star Victor
Borge will perform with the New
Mexico Symphony orchestra Nov.
7; The Parthenon Greek Folk
Festival will twist and shout its way
through an evening of real Greek

wlth DAVID RAPPAPORT • KENNY BAKER • JACK PURVIS • MIKE EDMONDS • MALCOlM DIXON •TINY ROSS and CRAIG WARNOCK
Produced and Dlreded by TERRY GILLIAM Scn:eoplay by MICHAEL PALIN and TERRY GILLIAM so"ll• by GEORGE HARRISON

&ecutlve Producers GEORGE HARRISON and DENIS O'BRIEN
"'p"'G=-P..,.AR"'E"'NT"'AL--:GccUI"'DA"'NC"'E"'SUOO£=·.,::ST£;0=<0::;·~·~ fiEAOTHEo0uaLEo.o.¥.ooL"".
'"".""K DO
. ...._..,_._... A, JiANDMADE• fll.JV\S
- ~ ,..,.....
A"'OLIAIWELCOUIC
.. SI!ucllt!lltf••Ail>
sour;:·w.nAW.MAVr.c!TMSliiT..ut.EFOAOlii..OMN

C••lmr:tt.\MOIIlADIFltJI~If>-Ai.t.IIICtmllltsUVm

Thrl.i.&MICQ EMBASSY

~ons interested In working on the dean a!~ campaign.

or

Classics of the 1930's

Funded by a grant from the UNM Foundation Inc.

coming from
the Swiss means (as far as I can tell)
the mask of chance. The group
consist~ of three artists, Andres
Bossard, Florlanna Frassetto and
Bernie Schurclt. Their emphasis is
on mime and masks. They work out
of Zurich, Switzerland. Space being
what it is in so tight a city, their
studio is a rented kitchen. The
current tour of North America is
their eighth, and as can be per·
ceived from the reviews they've sent
out, they're still going strong and
being well rccei ved.

The meeting will t_alr:e place Wednesday at 7:30p.m.
in room 231·_S the SUB.
Socltly or Profu11lonll Joumtllsll- Important
meeting Thursday at 7 p.m. in tht: Journalism reading
root'n. All ml!mbr.rs and potentials, be the.-e,

'

Wednesday,, November 4th, 3:30p.m.
Woodward Hall147

Mllmmenshanz -

NMPIRG ....... brpnizaiiOnal rrtcctlng for all ·per-

I

FREE FILM SERIE;s

about all of these reviews was that
they were all very much alike in
their responses to the performance
- favorable, amused, interpretive,
and slightly confused as to the
meanings of both the performances
and the word Mummenshanz.

~er~ee

'

11.

umusing, and open to interpretalion. The interesting thing

Up

Silv<>r

THE FANTASY BEGINS ON NOVEMBER 6

ptCTURES

This bluegrass quintet from New
York State plays traditional breakdowns, Cajun stampers and a little
Western Swing - all with admirable skill and affection. While
this is the debut album for the
group, the liner notes inform us
that they've been together for over
two years. All that drudgery on the
bar circuit pays 'orr in a kind of
relentless competency on the part of
both the soloists and rhythm
section - which, combined with
the impeccable recording apd
production quality we have come to
expect from l'lying Fish Records,
makes this album an undeniably
pleasurable experience for any
bluegrass or fiddle fan.
But, this is an ensemble with an
idea, and most of the solo space on
Nddle Fever showcases their unique
(as far as I know) concept- using
three fiddles in harmony to carry
melody lines, riffs and even instrumental breaks. Anyone familiar
with Bob Wills and his successors
knows the melodic power of
multiple fiddlers, and much of that
appeal is retained here, though
tamed by harmony and jazzed-up
for bluegrass. The effect is dulled,
however, by sheer repetition; many
of the instrumentals (nine out of
twelve) sound much too similar to
each other. The vocal numbers
(such as Slay All Night and You

CONTACT LENS SPECIAL
15 00 Aleorgon l<it 4 6Q
Call lor low pr1Ces on hard.
soH or ~m1~ot1 lftnse-s

Casey Optical Co.
(J door~ wtHI ol'I'OOJr Drug)
4306 Lomo5 o1Woshmgto.n

265·6846

Low Down Dirty Dog) have more
instrumental variety, but unfortunately, the vocals themselves
are poor. Finally it is the songs
which ease Up on the three fiddle
formula, and show the considerable
talents of the soloists which are the
most memorable. I wish I could
have heard more from guitarist
Russ Barenberg, whose blistering
pace in Roxanna's Waltz and
impossible sounding note showers
on the Sidewalks of New York

HARMONY PIE
The Harmony Sisters

FLYING FISH RECORDS

Harmony is not the right name at
all for these three sisters. Their
grating dissonance and primitive,
semi-rhythmic accompaniment is
meant, I sUppose, to evoke the
noble savagery of days gone by
when folks made their own inreminded me of the David Grisman struments and never learned to play
Quintets' Tim Rice. Sidewalks also or tune them properly. Recomfeatures some of the best solo mended only for hard-core ethnic
fiddling fireworks I've heard lately traditionalists and root-seekers.
- courtesy of Malt Glaser~ and a You Better Let That Liar Alone and
zesty mandolin solo from Jay Jolie Blane are tolerable, the rest is
an ol' timey Cajun nightmare.
Unger.

STEVE GASSER
POSITION24
ASUNM SENATE
Paid for

the committee to elect STEVE CASSER
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Oklahoma City University

School of Law
Think about it · an outstanding law
school in the southwest that offers exc~ptional programs stressing the prac·
tical ns well as the academic. OCU
School of Law not only offers tradition
as the oldest law school in Oklahoma, but
also offers an innovative program that
~ncourag-es creativity in legtd education.
Mike Decker Assistant Dean of Ad·
missions and Recruitment fo1· the OCU
School of Law will be on the University
of New Mexico, Albuquerque campus,
f•'ridav, Nov. 6, to visit with students in·
tPrest<•d in law school. Contact George
Handovitl on 277·2531, for further in·
formation.

As a senior nursing
student, you are eligible
for a unique professional opportunity os an
Air Force nurse. Make the transition from a
new graduate to a competent praclllioner
thru the Air Force's 5 month Internship.

Robert Devora, TSgt, USAF
Air Force Medical Recruiting
Base Hospital, Kirtland AFB,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87117
Call collect (505) 844·3803

'

Ths University of New Msxfco Lobos face Wester Athletic Confersnce leader Utah at 10:35 a.m.
SaturdBy Bt UnivBrsity StBdium. ABC· TV will televise the game and UNM studsnt groups are
challenging each other to fill the east [student] stands for tits regional telecBst.

Pie in Bud's Eye
If 5000 at Game

Fraternity Pledge
First on Campus

Take a shot at Bud or Swede Saturday.
University of New Mexico President
William E. 'Bud' Davis and Vice President
Marvin 'Swede' Johnson have challenged the
student body to toss Cherry Pride in the face
of the administration.
About 3000 students have been going to
UNM home football games this fall. If
student attendance tops 5000 for Saturday's
contest with Utah at University Stadium, the
school's two top administrators will stand on
the 50-yard-line at halftime, and let two
lucky students take aim and fire with loaded
cherry pies.
The lucky students who get to hit the
administrators will be chosen Saturday
morning from among the red-clad student
audience in the east stands.
But - while Bud and Swede are willing to
stick their necks out for Cherry Pride - if
there aren't at least 5000 students in the
stands, there will be no cherry pie in their
faces.

The Interfraternity Council was the first
campus organization to get on the "Cherry
Pride" bandwagon this week, with a pledge
from the leader of the Greek organization
and a challenge to other campus
organizations to get out their members for
Saturday's football game.
"We will be out in force," said David
Griego, president of the Interfraternity
Council, "It doesn't matter how well or how
badly the team the team is doing, because we
will continue to have pride in them and show
pride in them."
Other campus organizations can record
their ''Cherry Pride" pledges by leaving a
message at the New Mexico Daily Lobo
sports department in room 138, Marron
Hall.

Even the Weathennan
Predicts Cherry Pride
Good weather has been promised for
Saturday's football game in Albuquerque
between New Mexico and Utah.
The extended weather forecast from
National Weather Service for Saturday
morning calls for· fair skies, with tern·
peratures in the 50's;
A slight wind out of the southwest may
pick up st.rength as the afternoon begins, and
a sweater might he comfortable for anybody
not sitting in the sun.
There will be a few high clouds, but no
chance of moisture from the weak storm
system moving in from the southwest.

Tickets at Union
"Cherry Pride" tickets are available today
and tomorrow at the New Mexico Union.
To encourage student attendance at
Saturday's Western Athletic Conference
football game between New Mexico and
Utah, the athl.etic department has extended
pick-up days for free student tickets on the
main noor of the Student Union Building.
The SUB ticket booth usually closes
Wednesday, but will remain open unttl
Thursday this week. One ticket is free with a
student ID card; guest tickets are $3.
UNM student groups are challenging each
other to show "Cherry Pride" by filling the
east stands at the Stadium Saturday morning
with red-clad spectators as the game is
broadcast live to an 11-state region on ABC-

TV.
The Lobes, 2-3 In the WAC and 3-6
overall, face conference co-leader Utah,
which is bidding for llational attention with a
7-1 season record, 4-0 in the WAC. Kickoff
is at 10:35 a.m.

MIDTOWN SCREEN PRINTING
1714LOMAS NE • 243-1700
Why go someplace else
when you can buy direct!

Elect

JERRY

HARTBARGER
Position 14
ASUNM Senate
Paid for by the committee to elect JERRY HARIBARGER

TSHIRTS
JACKETS
JERSEYS

CAPS
BUMPER STICKERS
UNM T Shirts

CUSTOM DESIGNS FOR
•
•
•
•
•

Clubs and Organizations
Special Events
Fraternities and Sororities
Special Interest Groups
Businesses

I
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Dana: Howe Does She Do It?
Greg Lay

now this. The main thing in my head was
winning the team title anel beating Flodda
State, because they are the defending
national champions."

"It's just starting to sink in," Dana
Howe admitted this week during a brief
,
stop in Albuquerque.
She may be the hottest female collegiate
Now, she thinks powerful Tulsa is the
golfer in America this week, after shat· most important target for UNM. "We're
tering course and tournament records last good enough to beat them, if we get it all
weekend while leading UNM to a victory at together, like we did in Florida - with all
the Lady Gator Tournament in Florida, but five of us in the low 70's. We have proved
she isn't looking back.
we can do it."
The golf team returned from Florida on
Howe is a junior physical education
Monday, and left Tuesday for California
and the Stanford Invitational. "I'm glad major, and anticipates finishing her degree
I've got another tournament right away," the year after she completes her college
she said. "I'm getting more and more eligibility. "I used to never think I'd try the
(professional) tour, but it's always in the
confident, and that's most of the game."
"My biggest problem is usually my back of my mind. l've got a long ways to go
putting," she said, "but I've been working for that, but I'm in no hurry."
on that. And I switched drivers, and it is
She recalls that her sister tried the pro
giving me more control. When you are circuit when she was 18, and wasn't happy
putting good and driving good, things are with her success. Dana, at age 20, says "I
going to happen," she said in a masterful learned from her mistakes. I'll take my
understatement.
time."
Howe had been using a McGregor club
on her drives, but borrowed a Hogan club . She started the season as the number two
that teammate Debbie Wright wasn't using, golfer on the UNM team, out of the
and it is part of the surge that gave her the limelight of All-American candidate Kris
Lady Gator title. "That's the biggest win Monaghan. Howe and Monaghan actually
for us. Last year, we won at San Diego, and had an exciting dual at the Florida tourney,

with Monaghan coming within one stroke
of Howe's course record on the second day.
"Kris was only one stroke t>ehind me
going into the final day," Howe remem·
bered. "We have a friendly rivalry. She was
happy for me when I won - and I've
always been happy when she wins,"
The Stanford Tournament is the final
outing of the fall season, with a half dozen
tournaments next spring leading up to the
national championships.
Howe was upset on the eve of the
Stanford event, however, because teammate Sue Sanders, who finished seventh
overall in Florida, was taken ill Tuesday
and will miss the California tournament.
"She was really playing well," Howe
said. Sanders finished with a 54-hole total
of 222 at Florida, only six strokes off
Howe's record. Debbie Wright will step up
to the varsity in her place.
But for Howe, the Stanford meet is an
opportunity to continue her new-found
confidence. "I think she's about to become
one of the best golfers in the country," her
coach, Henry Sandles, said.

Dana Howe

Hessel Hopes
High Despite
Weekend Loss
Eric Maddy
Region Seven and Western
Athletic Conference cross country
championships will be on the line
November 14 at Pocatello, Idaho.
Despite a Joss last weekend,
University of New Mexico track
coach Del Hessel is optimistic. The
Lobes sported "something like a
40-1 record'' before this weekend,
Hessel said, with the only loss
coming to small college power
Adams State.
Saturday, New Mexico lost to the
Air Force. Academy and Northern
Arizona while defeating Colorado
State, but Hessel said the results
were not a major concern since top
runners Abraham Kivina and
Abraham Hussein were resting wiih
minor injuries. Both will return for
the Pocatello meet.
The top three teams in the region
move on to compete in national
competition at Wichita State
November 23. Defending national
champion Texas-EfPaso, winner of
the WAC title for nine years in a
row, runs from District Seven and
is virtually assured a postilion
because "they have the strongest
team they've ever had,'' Hessel
said.
There. are five schools chasing
UTEP for the other two spots from
this region, Hessel said .. "Idaho
State, Montana, Nevada-Reno,
Brigham Young and New Mexico
are in it," he said. "We are real
young and have the potential,. but
under a pressure situation, anything
cart happen."
Seventeen teams will run in the
Region Seven meet, and Hessel is
pleased to have a chance to qualify
for the finals. "We have come a
long way, since we had. no cross
country program last year," he
said. "I just wish we could take
some of this warm Albuquerque
weather with us."

SUNGLASS HD'QTS
Pr f'~C nptron l.e n~l!' ~ Mode.'
from Your Old GlosM!'S
lloy·llan Blol GO(Jgles

Casey Optical Co.
(l doors west or vour Drug)

4306lomc' atwashtnglon
265·88-46

Yessir Taco Villa. We serve it mild. But you can add our spicy red sauce or hot, hot green
sauce 'and make it as wild as you want!

TACO VILLA
INTRAMURAL
ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK!
Jesus Apodaca
Zia Wheelers
Wheelchair Basketball
The Taco Villa athlete of the week is selected by the
Intramural Director and his staff, based on personal
qualities and athletic ability.
WINNERS WILL RECEIVE: ONE MILD OR WILD T·SHIRT,ONELOBO MASCOT DRINK CUP,
CHOICE OF FIESTA PAC OR DINNER PAC, A FREE BREAKFAST BURRITO CARD AND A RED
SAUCER OR GREEN SAUCER!

I THE SHAMELESS STUDENT BRIBE: I
! FREE order of fries
!
--~----------------------------~

I
I

with any purchase.
Coupon expires 11-1 0·81

I
I

l-----~---~-------~-~------------J
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Advertising
1. Personals
t\CF.S lllf;JJ llt\ND, Golden Inn, Friday Nisht,
c·uuntry Rock n Roll.
I II'

A('('l'RATI( INFORMATION AHOU1' con·
tra~cptmn, ;teri\izatlon, abortion. Right to Choose.
2~4.()171.
tfn
COUl • A I.AitGF. bowl or what. Large chile (red or
~rccnJ $1.25, Posolc $1.25, Beans .65. Casa Del Sol
In the New Mcxko Student Union.
tfn
PIIEGNAN('Y n~~TING & COUNSELING, Phone
247-9819.
tfn
p,\S'>I'Oin ANI) IDENTifiCATION photos. 3 for
$1.CXl!! L11~~<e't prices in to"'n! Fast, pleasing, ncar
l'N~f Call 26~·2444 or eomc to 1117 Girard Blvd.
N~.
tfu
('lii"'ESE nmH;T. CHEAP All you can cat. Lunch
$1.45, ·.upper $4. <o, Sunday Urunch $3.00. Jao-Jao's
tfn
!'taco, <t)()(l Cetural Ave. S.I:.
CO .. TA('TS·I'OI.ISIIING, SOU!TIONS Ca~ey
01111'"1 Company on 1om a• just we;t or Washington.
tfn
WE IIOT lliSTRIIIUTOIIS. Prescription eyeglass
lr;lmc' Grcen.,.~<h Vtll•s• (l,ennon styles), gold
timlc•;, sq.5U (regular $65.00). Pay tm Opticians,
~W~ Mcnaul N.l·., a.;nm lmm La Belles.
tfn
{'A~Rt: AIIOl'T ART? Conceptions Southwesl,
t 'NM'; fin~ ~"' literary publication, can't exist
\\it!H>Ul wur 'urptlrl. lluy 1981 i<sue $4 in Marron
llall, R11nn1 Bl, l'NM llookstore, Studeot
Jl,,,,k,tnrc, AS/I Uallcry, Fine Arts Museum, Living
lla1d1 ll"k i.-uc• •tvaolable $1 in Marron Hall,
Rnt•m11L
tfn
Wltntms. ('O~('t:I'TIO!IiS SOI!'fiiWKST is now
'"'cpting litcmtl ;ul•mission~ lor its spring 198Z
muc, tiring pucln. fiction. non· fiction, plays, etc. to
\l•rrun Hall, R<><•m 131. All su~mlsslons ri\Ust .be
"I'•~ ami h.ne name, oddrc1s, phDno on each piece.
I·ncl<hc 'clf·~ddrc,;ed stamped em elope if you wish
tu ha1e 1nur "'"k returned. UNM students, faculty,
;t;tll ill!d alumni only. Deadline Dec. 4. No more tlran
Inc pic••• per wntcr please.
tfn
SliOiti ()f H''IIIJS I!n.;hilada, ted or green chile
!{9, 1>1~ hurn!<l, rcu ur 8reen dule, $1.00, To;tada,
wtl nr ~rccu dnlt .59 at the C'nsa del Sol in t11e New
\lc"w ~tuJerlt \hn<>n Bldg
tfn
Jl"•T A S'ACK. Sop~p!ll3 "'1th honey .3$, Sal>a and
Na<ho\ Sl {)(J. <a1a ncl Sol in the New
\1~"""'>tu~cnt I 'nlun.
tfn
SIJ'Ii(;L.ES 0.,1.\ ,.\Sa •one lingle, .60 for a double,
c< h•r a lrrple. New Me~"o Un1on Ice trcam
Shurpc
tin
I EAR'< TO DIIAW and paint. Cla.<les specializing in
t npli1l1 ~~<at<rc!llor methods Md Mnnogen oil
J'.11nlln~ mcdiutm. For information ~nd registration
mqmrc at l'inacnthequc Inc., 333 Osunanw, J4S·
lllil
IllS
HH'T KJo:llH llt:I~RIS ASCNM Senator.
logcther, "• tan he winners.l'aid for in contr~hutroil\.
ll/4
t:XPI.OitE CARI.SIIAD CAVERNS, November 21St
onb $20.00 for student,, Call277-2336.
11/9

""I"''·

50 I'ERCENT Of'F ROOKS, Records, Magatines,

~c1•est

Comicl.
ilookstOtc
in University
Area, lf2
Price !looks, Records,
Magazines.
University
at
Central. "Twice the books for half the price." 11/9
MAGGIE DRANilT fOR ASUNM Senate position
11/4
21. prhthtcMB.
STEVt; GASSt:R FOil ASUNM Senate pasitlon 24.
prhtctcSG.
I 114
KATHY CUI>ERMAN FOR ASUNM Senate
poll! ion 10. plbteteKC.
1114
JF.RRV IIARTBARGER FOR ASUNM Senate
position I 4, prhtcleJH.
1114
TIIACI WOLF FOR ASUNM Senate position 16,
prhttteTW.
11/4
MARCHING BAND, SPIRIT PERCUSSION,
C.E.P. presidential scholars, dorm residentsl.nwtence Roybal for ASUNM Senator. Get plenty,
vote poSt lion twenty.
11/4
Jt:RRY IIARTBARG.:R fOR ASUNM Senate.
J>ostloo 14. prhtcteJH.
11/4
TRY POSITION 14, volcJerrY Hartbarger ASUNM
Senate. prhtctcJII.
11/4
STUDENTS WANTF.Il TO pllrticipatc as
"Paticnls/Nurscs" ror Trauma Course, Nov, 13, Vt
day, S6.00thr. Call843·2222.
1119
THE U.N,IIf, PRE-MEDICAl. Club endorses the
following candidates: Karen Gallegos, Joso Campos,
Danny Ott!>, William Goodman, Joseph Medina,
Kathy Cudcronnn, Keith IJutris. lawrence Roybal,
Camille Romero, Jerry Hartbatger. Please Vote!,
1114
Ol.liE MEANU: WITCH frotl\ patty. Cal me.$ p.m.
This Wcd ••. Thur•. 2S5·0850, pay phone.
1115
IWERVONE'S A i.ODO wolt, wolf, wolf. Vote
j 1/2
Wolf. prhtcteTW.
WANTt:D TICKt:T f'Oil Mummer\schantshow, call
S42-S59SI266-4142.
1115
HOW 00 YOU spell unity~ B·A·H·A'-1. Com<· and
hear about the Baha'i frtith n! 2:l0 in room 230 or the
SUB. EvtryWedncsday,
11110
DRANil NEW FII.MS on El Salvador and Honduras. tonight, 7:30 p.m., Ottesa Hall #147 and
Thursday (two showings), 7:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
UNM Law School, $1.50.
tl/4
MARY IIARTI.BY SOMETIIIN(; sweet and simple.
yoursccret admirer.
11/6
Nt:t:o CASH t'AST. Sdl your magazines, science
flclioh books and records at V. Price llooh,
University al Central.
11117
I)ENNIS HEARD • I missed your classy dancing at
thcSUU{Hnllowech). The Devil.
11/4
WOMf:N'S HEAI.TII st:RVICE UNM. Stmlcr\1
Health Center Annual o~ams for 1'1\l'S, con·
trnccption, nbortion counseling and other
gynecological services. 271·31 j6.
tfn

LAWRENCE ROVRAI, FOR ASUNM senator. Get
plenty, vote position twenty.
J 114
SPIRITt:D HALLOWEEN SAU:, m~nY items )0·50
percent off, S~turday through Thursday, Rainbow
IllS
Place, 555 Wyoming NE, 9-6,
FINAN('It\1. A Ill SOURCt:S suaranteed for every
student o.r your money back. Write Southwest
Scholarship Services; P.O. Box 14805 Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87191 for more information.
11113
SAMPLE SALE WIIOU:SAI.E prices. Jeans,
blouses, sport<Wear. Call842·1245 for details.
ll/6
JAMES WATT HATERS Kill·A-Watt power T·
shirts. Green Polyestcr·Cotton. sml·xl, $5.50 PPD.
1116
2710 Burton S.E. 87106.
100 I'HRCENT I'URt: SPIRLILJNA. Light Force
24J·Oa09.
1119

TYPING. FAST, ACCUIIA TE: reiiSonnble, cassette
IIIIJ
transcription. 247·2583.
T\'PART OFFERS T\'I'F.SETTING graphics,
typing, design. Qualh~ you've come to cjepend on.
Ginger· Carolyn 262·1865, 10) StanfordS.E.
11/6
1'\'PERIGHTS,
FAST
PROFESSIONAL,
guaranteed. 265·5203,
11/5
TYPING.
PAPERS,
RE:SUMES,
Stored
magnetkally, 247-0300,
11120
GUITAR INSTRUCTOR, CI.ASSICAI, other styles.
867·3158.
1116
TYPING
STUI>ENT/BUSINESS, including
slatisticalltechnicnl.
Reasonable,
experienced,
competent, 296·6299,
11/30
HOUSE CLEANING, RELIABLE, thorough,
reasonable. Messages for "Eve", 266-0280,
t 1110
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY English/MA aditor.
Vast e~perience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available, 266-9550.
11/24
LEARN ADOUT THE Stars! Astrolog~ classes
beginning Thursday, Nove, Sth. 6 weeks, once pr
week, 8:00-9:30 p.m. Call293-5072.
1114
A· I TYPIST, n:RM papers, resumes, 299·8970.
11/30
BERNALII.tO COUNT\' J,EGAL Clinic. Divorces,
Adoptions $95,00. Wills .$20.00 .121 Yale S,E, 212·
2222,
t 1/6
QA TYPING SERVIC~:: a complete !~ping and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic, cham and tables. 345·2125.
tfn
T·SHIRT PRINTING. CUSTOM silkscreen
<lesigning. Quulityshlrts reasonable. Carol266·0064.
1116
IMPRQVE YOUR GIIAD~;s, LcarnSupcrlearning ..
The spcedlearoing course, Spcedreading, eon·
centration, memory, tests made easy. Courses start
1119
weekly. Call265-42S6 Barry or Dona.
1101\IF. TYPING St:RVICE. Retired English
Spelling, grammar, confidentiality
professor.
guaranteed. 292·3431.
11/25
CAMPUS LAUNDRY PARKING. Spaces available
now, $9,00 monthly, 2106 Central S.E.
I 1/10
TYPING, 75 CENTSipage, 296·4998.
1116
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES, learn Super Learning.
The Speed Learning Course. Speed reading, con·
cent ration, memory, tests made easy. Call 265·4286.
Barry or Dona.
11/10

4. Housing

l'Ol'Nll l,ll.'S BEI,ONGING to Jerald Sandoval
near Mesa Vista. Claim b!' idenlifying at Marron
Hall, room 131.
11110
I.Aillt;S WATCH t'OUND In northeast pat! of
'am pus on October 28. To claim, tell me location and
de<eribc watch. Csll277·3679 evenings.
11/10
t'OllND S0~1E MONEY. Tell me approximate
amount, denominations, and location, and I will
relurn it to you. 247·8475. Karl.
I l/9
t'Ol'!llll: l>RIVI\R'S LICI:NSE belonging to Billy
Salz. Claim in Room 131, Marron Hall.
1119
tOST: WOMAl'i'S BROWN jacket in Woodward
II all, O~tober 26. If found Plea<e call 88 1·6544.
Reward.
I l/4
MAX WAIJI.QUIST, PICK up your student I. D. at
131 Marron Hall.
tfn
KF.\'S FOUNt> IN Ortega Hall. Four keys on a blue
ribbon. Come to Room 13lln Marron Hall to claim.
I 116
R~:WARU: YELLOW KITTEN • 3 months. Lon
ncar Uni\'ersity/lloma, .842-5489.
11/4
t'OUNil: SI:T m· KEYS on miniature thong. Near
old Psych Lecture Hail. Claim atiJ I Marron Hall.
tfn
f'OUNIJ KEYS ON small flip.Oop 1\ith lillie itiiXing
btml. Claim Room 131 Marron Hall.
tfn
f"Ol'NI>: IJRO\VN, N\'1.0.:-1 duffel bag, cigarette
m,c, green glove, pair of •unglasses, ~mall coin pur\c,
tortoilc·shell colored barcttc, man'l brown sweater.
Claim at Biolog~·. Roont 173.
t fn
{'LAIM YOL'R l.OST possmions at Campu~ Pohcc
8:00a.m.lo4:00p.m. daily.
tfn

WANT TO RI::NT:. l..arge One bedroom or two
bedroom npt, or house ncar University for woman
~ith 1en year old son. January or sooner thru May,
Cuthcrine, 242·7228.
tfn
Tllf: CITADEI~SUPERII location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minu~es, I b~droom
or efficiency, from $205. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 Un!vcrsityNE. 243·2494. tfn
ENORMOUS, QUIET, 'IWO.BEDROOM furnished
!own house apt., fireplace, 9 ft. close~s. $350, utilities
paid, no pets, children, 247-8724.
tfn
IIOUSESITIER: I AM looking for an apartment or
house to houscsil during spring semester (or earlier).
Excellent references and enjoy gardening and yar·
dwork. Catherine. 242·7228.
tfn
f!)l! RENT; ~:FFI('U:NCY apartment, 1410 Girard
NE, $18Simo., all utilities paid. Fully furnished.
security locks and laundry faciiitks. Please call before
5:00 in the e1cning, 266·8392.
tfn
HOUSE FOR RENT, three bedroom near Uni\'ersity.
Private b<lckyard, single car garage, call 268·9167
"'·eckday or C:atby nt 842·7261, day,
ll/4
LUXURY TOWNIIOUSt: t"OR tease, 3 blocks from
camrus. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, fireplace, garage, S49S,
883·6161, 268·7500.
1116
ONE ROOM HOUSE for rent v, block from camJIUI, $1'1~, 883·6161, 268•7$00.
IJ •4
QUET CI.EAN EFHCIE'KY style cottage ncar
Cnrh•le and Central. Additional storage area, prhalc
puksng and entrance from alley. Nke yard with
'rr1nklm. S200 rer month plus utilities, 821·5701,
~11-~696.
II;S

3. Services
_!.fu

Gl'ITAR tt:~SONS, INSTRUMENTS and rentals,
Marc's Guitar Center, 143 HarvardS.E. 25$·3315.
tfn
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KATHY
CUD ERMAN
Position 10
ASUNM Senate
PFBTCrEKC

I

c;overed
· Wllf'agon
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
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New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Subscriptions
Only $1 0 per year
Marron Hall, Room 131
Or send $10 to:
UNM Box 20 1 Univ. of N.M.;
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

5. ForSale
1975 HONDA CBllS 7000 miles, Windshield. Good
1115
condition. $300, Ron, 265·0908.
SURPI.US JEEP VAJ.UE $3094. Sold for $33. Call
602·941-8014 Ext. 924 for infQrmalion on buying.

1114
TWO JOURNEY TICKETS. Call277·3083.
ll/4
MAl'TAG GAS DRYER, $60,265-1683.
I 1/9
ltAJ.EIGII 13" lO·SPEED .• book rack, $85, 265·
1683.
ll/9
FENDER SUPER REVERB Excellent Conditio!\,
bargain at$325.00, 255·2426.
11/4
1976 .FIAT 131 45,000 miles Good condition, blue
11/6
book $2260 make offer. 293-1396.
ROSSIGNOl, F,l', W11'11tyrolia260D 299·8667.
1116
NEW CONDITION,
SIZE mattress and bOX·
springs, rruhwood bookcase headboard, $200;00.
Reconditioned Hoover upright. vacuum, $25.00. Call
299·1938 after 5:00pm or weekends.
1116
l.AiliES CABER SKI boots, site S, Dynastar 150
skies and Besser bindings, plus poles, $125.00 or will
sell seperately. Cull 299-19H after 5:00pm or
weekends.
11/6
I.ADIES SKI PANTS and parka medium, New. 268·
4]79.
11/4
1974 PORSCIIE 9.14 excellent mech. cond.,
Miehlens. Must sell $5400 or make offer. 266·410.1.
1114
INDIAN MOPED.J70 mile>, book carriers, excellent
condition, double seat, $400.00, 296·0058.
1114
<;IBSON I.ES PAUL custom, blaok with gold trim,
h~tdshcll case, $600, 292·158$.
I liS
WE BOT UISTRIIIUTOilS Prescription e>·eglal~
frames. Greenwich Village (l.ennon lt~lcs), gold,
rimlm. $54.50 regular S65.00 Pay l..es~ O)llician~.
5007 Mcnaul N.E. across from La Belle•.
trn

··uu..

2. Lost & Found

RAKf: YOliR \' ARD1 • Teenagers would like to dll
odd JOb>. Clean garages, baby·silling, housecleaning,
yardwork, ~mall paint jobs. Call293·5038 after ~:00.

lwO BEDROOM APARTMENT .ln. 4-plex .near
Carlisle and Candelaria. Carpet, drupes, $210 plus
utilities, 262·235S.
IllS·
CORRALES FOil !lENT: New adobe solar home on
2 acres of land with miles of ditch and Dosque to walk
or jog, Lease Fel>. l through May ~ J, Three
be~wpms, twp baths, three firepl~~es. Fully fur·
nishe<l i~clttdipg lh1ens, tllwels, utensils and so fotth.
sn~.oo plus electricity, 277·5104 or 898·08(i0.
IllS
RefercneeHcquited,
I.ARGE TWO BEDROOM duplex, partlY furnished,
fireplace, buillin bookcases, wood floors. Near
downtown and bus lines $200,00 243-6017 late, early.
11/6
ONt: BEDROOM APARTMENT for rent near
Lomas and Washington only $160 per month. Has a
little patio in front and is very nice. Please call 255·
7753 or 881·9024 and ask for Mona or Ben,
tl/4
ONE-HALF BI.OCK FROM campus, nice 2 OR
furnished apartment, 898-0921,
tfn
APARTMENT NEAR UNM TVI, I BR. furnished,
8-plex, $180/month. For more infor caii242·91S8 or
242·7081.
11/9
CHAPARRAl. APARTMENTS· CLOSE to UNM
and TV). Large I bedroom, large kitchen includes
dishwasher, recreation room, laundry room, extra
storage, electronic security system. 521 Spruce S.E.
No children or pets. Utilities paid, 842·1864.
12/2
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6. Employment
PART·TIME JOB 11flernoons and evenings. Must be
able to work FMay and. Saturday nights. Must be ;!I
year~ old. Apply in person, no phone call$, please.
Savewuy Liquor Store~ at 5704 LQmns NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn
THE U,N.M, SPECIAl, Services & Upward Bound
Programs need tutors for .high school and/or college
freshmen students. The pay rate is $3;6S to$4.00/hr.,
3·20 hours per week; times may be set to .fit tutors'
schedules (inc. Saturdays). Graduate students and
upper-level undergraduates in English, Math,
Chemistry, Biology, Physics, Spanish, and History
who.QUALIFY FOR WORK STUDY are encouraged
to call 277·3506 for an Interview appoinlment. 11/4
PART.TIME UQUOR help. Must be21. Walgreens,
II 020 Montgomery NE (corner of Juan 'I'abo and
Montgomery), Apply In person belween 9 a.m.•S
p.m.
11/5
GAIN BUSINESS EXPERIENCE in Creative
Personal Sales, Marketing, and Finance in Northwestern Mutual Life's College lntern!hlp Program,
Earn $10·$12/lrour Wl>rking Oe~ible pari-time. Call
Jill at 883-$360 f~>r more infprmation.
11/4

7. Travel
RIDE AMT!IAK ROUNDTRIP for the holidays.
11/9
Beat the ru~h. Reserve now. 842·9650,
It' YOU WANT someone to "get you on a slow boat
to Chin&" why not advertise in the Dally .Lobo.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
STUI>ENTS, I BUY class rings, gold, silver and
1.115
jewelry. 255·4838.
NEED DEPt;NOADLE INEXPENSIVE (Free)
vehicle for school and work. Call nights 881·371!.
11/6
ONt:.HAU' PRICE HOOKS Records, Magazines,
Comics, Never Pay Relail Again. University ~t
Centr~l. "Twice the books at half the price."
11/9

9. Las N oticias
(;ORDON SANil~:RS/IIAilllY Kinney, Woodward
101, Thursday, NovemberS, 7:30p.m.
IllS
l.lVt:l,\', ACTIVE, MATURE women student seeks
companionship with man ovcr40. Call266.9461.
ll !6
BRAZAPA ANil O.J. Jams Unlimited will be •P'
pearing in the Subway Station this weekend Nov. 6th
and 7th. Saturday night all high school seniors get in
free. For more information caii277·4S06.
11/6
EDITOR AI'I'I.ICATIONS NOW being acceptea by
the ('onccplions Southwest Advisory Board for 1981·
82 &ditor or Conceptions Southwest. ("ome by
Marron Hall, Roolll 131 for more information.
Deadline for applkatlons i! 11oon, Friday, November

6.

116

mt:t:

MINI·ROCK CONet:ltT with Geo, Nov. 4
from II :00 a.m.·! :00 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
ll.'4
Mlllf:AST DAN('f:ltS SO'\'. 6, 12 noon-1:00 p.m.
nt the ~liB r·ountain. \PC)JIIOted h)' Sl'B Noonume.
ll ·6

~-----~7-------·

MORE THAN BAGS
100% Cotton Sweats
only $8.99
Mon·Frl10·6, Sal10·6

101 Cornell S.E.

tI
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3009 Aztec N.E. 884·1114

38 Harvest
40Sagas

42 Tellurium
symbol
43 Bar legally
45 OUtshine
470cean
49 Stbt'y
50 Immediate
54 Jots

57 Meadow
58 Pry

60 Exist
611sle
62 Trurfl)Ellers
63 Ordinance

DOWN
1Cioth
measure
2 Pbrtugoese
coin
3 Hindu guitar
4 Dashes

5 Greek letter
6 Hurried
7 Dillseed
8 Letter slgnoff
9 NeedlefiSh
10 Guido's high
note
11 Wire
measure
16 Time periods
18 Cash drawer
20 Marble
22 Gaze
23 Binds
24 Russian
stockade
26 Dine
27 Sends forth
28 Martinique
volcano
31 Eject

1
..-

- ~

SALT TABLETS $4.50
B&L SQUEEZE BOTILES
$2.00

Casey Optical Co.
(3 doon WIST Of Rex all Drug)
L MAS AT WASHINGTON 265·1146

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Bitter vetch
4 Scatter
9Je'M:ll
12 Hawaiian
wreath
13 Musical
instrument
14 -Saba
15 Uquid
measure
17 Nonpartisan
19Solo
21 Three: Prefix
22 Unlarriliar
25Siumber
29Tantaium
symbol
30 Declare
32 Crippled
33 Ukely
35 Barrel slat
37Sesame

J

1
I
I

,~----------~-~-"
·----------·- - - - · - - ·
----'=--~" ;_ ..
COrtiA\,;1 LtN~

THE TROPHY CASE
~
Specializing in recognizing

I

~J···~)jr!.'\ Special
1 slice musnroom pizza &
1 small drink for $1.25
I
Wllll LO\JJ!Oil (lilly 11•2 11.1:i
I
127 Harvard S.E.

Answer to Monday's Puzzle

41 Fodder pit
44 Tolls
46 Flower part

34 Make lace
48 Again
36 Baker's items 50 Kind
39 Station
51 Born

52 Declare

53 Power agcy.
55 Macaw
56 Stitch

59 Printer's
measure

